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BIBLICAL SCHOLARS ARF. the primary audience for
this revised dissertation, but others can benefit

from it with a little imagination. Read the con-

clusion first, as it spells out the major subjects

experientially and suggests theological and
liturgical reflection not necessarily elicited by
the rest of the book. Indeed, the book would be

more stimulating if Ellmann had incorporated

such reflection more frequently. Her subject is

how "most religious traditions engage, or seek

to engage, both mind and emotion," while living
in "the tension between ' spirituality' and rational

theology" (p. 171). There are deep implications
for worship, from the iconic to the aniconic.

Ellman focuses on two questions: how do
we remember God, and how does God remem-

ber us? Alternatively stated, how are we mind-
ful of God and God mindful of us? These two

sides of theological memory appear in the
Deuteronomic and Priestly traditions of Israel's

covenant relationship with God.

After a survey of scholarship, Ellman turns
to the creation accounts in Genesis, where she

sees reflected the programs (if not the author-
ship) of both P and D in a pattern of "creation-
destruction-re-creation." The denouement of

the flood narrative involves God's remember-

ing Noah (8:l ), with the rainbow as a reminder
against any future cosmic destruction (9:12-
17). The Eden narrative shares Deuteronomy's
concern for obedience and the dangers and con-

sequences of infidelity. Both P and D are intent



on "the maintenance of re-creation" (p.46),

albeit in different ways: the Priestly authors

remind God primarily through the sensual ele-
ments of ritual, and the Deuteronomic authors

remind Israel primarily through the seman-
tic and intellectual elements of recitation. For

Deuteronomic authors, memory is critical for

maintaining covenantal allegiance to YHWH

alone and social justice within the community

(e.g. 6:4-9, 20-25; 24:1 8); forgetting is the fatal

equivalent of infidelity (Deut 8). The Priestly

tradition's highest concern is maintaining God's

presence among the people in the sanctuary.

Various sacerdotal objects (e.g., the ephod) and

actions (sacrifice) serve as "sensory stimuli" to

encourage God's attention-"for remembrance"

(Exod 28:12). The "sights, sounds, and smells"

of worship create a mnemonic "sensory syrn-

phony" (p. 120). The nurninous experience of

God's awesome presence takes precedence over

hearing God's speech (contrast Deuteronomy

4), and the priestly mediation of this presence

gives the priests exclusive authority. On the

other hand, exilic adaptation of Priestly tradition

emphasized customs that could be performed by

the laity (circumcision, Sabbath observance),

who thereby lived in harmony with God's cre-

ated order even without a temple.
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